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Sri Lanka IMF deal extended, US$400mn released 

June 29, 2010 (LBO) - The International Monetary Fund has released 

407.8 million US dollars to Sri Lanka held back after last year's budget 

went off the rails, and extended the deal by a year on the promise of 

more responsible fiscal management this year. Read More 
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UN chief defends plan for Sri Lanka rights panel 

 UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon dismissed on Tuesday objections by 

Sri Lanka to his plan to establish a panel to look into possible human rights 

abuses there and said he would set it up without delay. Read more 
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Fonseka 'ready to talk' with UN panel  

The detained former military commander in Sri Lanka says he is prepared to 

meet the special panel appointed to advice the UN chief on alleged human 

rights violations in Sri Lanka. Read More 
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The failure of international journalism in Sri Lanka 

For many decades now, international journalists have interpreted every story 

that has emerged from Sri Lanka to be some kind of war story. Some 

journalists have proposed that Sri Lanka’s use of overwhelming force was 

able to eradicate terrorism in the country, and that other countries such as the 

United States, should follow suit. Read More 
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AG’s independence: Civic rights leaders express concern 

This appeal came amidst growing concern that the recent decision to bring 

the AG’s Department directly under the President might lead to further 

politicisation of an institution that plays a vital role in the upholding of 

democracy and justice. Read More 
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